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[ INTRODUCTION

The existence of the electromagnetic isotope separation facility

at the Oak Ridge National. Laboratory (ORNL) and the availability of

enriched stable isotopes from the Isotope Sales Office are familiar

to most research and commercial laboratories throughout the world.

Tlie purpose of this paper is to review the goals of the program, the

technology employed to produce the separated isotopes, and the re-

strictions and limitations that apply to both the quantity and

isotopic purity achievable. The discussion will be limited to the

approximately 60 multiisotopic elements made available by tne opera-

tion of the electromagnetic facility. The isotopic enrichment of

the light elements, notablv hydrogen, lithium, and boron, as well

.• . the production of the isotopes of the gaseous elements which are

available from the Mound Laboratory, will not be included in this

presentation.

The objective of the isotope program is to .>;/';.•/; ard provide
stable isotopes, selected radioactive isotopes, and heavy-elenient
isotopes lor use in research and development and in commercial
activities. To accomplish this objective ORNL, at the direction
of tne Department of Energy (DOE), operates the electromagnetic
isotope enrichment facility. This facility consists of very high
current mass separators, calutrons, which were used to provide
enriched uranium in the llJ\0's. The program n] so maintains a
research and development program directed toward incre.i'ing bi-t.li
the throughput and isotopic purity of the products. Tne distri-
bution of the enriched stable isotopes is accomplished through the
Isotope Sales Office, which is also located at ORNL. The distribution
fails inti. two distinct categories: (1) a UOE-sponsnred Research
Materials Collection (RMC) from which multigram quantities of enriched
materials are made available to the DOE research community on a no-cost
loan basis for nondestructive research, ami (2) tile sale oi enriched
isotopes tn the worldwide research and cunimerr ia 1 communities on a
cost-recovery basis.

II FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITY

The calutron facility is a unique, national, asset since the USSR

is the only other nation possessing a similar capability. Many other



nations have isotopic enhancement capabilities at their research

laboratories; however, they are usually of limited size and scope and,

in many instances, are utilized for specific purposes and programs.

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the facility. There are two

"tracks" comprising the facility with i_ lie left track leserved for stable

isotope enrichment and the eight track for radioactive and aelini.de

elements. The magnetic field is horizontal but, rather than a single

magnetic field linking all of the separators, the stable isotope track

has been subdivided into four segments. This segmentation lias been

accomplished by inserting magnetJV shunts from one side of the track to

the other. This configuration results in three banks of eight sepa-

rators and one bank oi six separators. liy exciting the magnetic lield

in eacli segment independently, one c m t neo ret ira 1 1 y enrich the isotopes

of four elements simultaneously in the thirty available calutrons.

All of the separators have their source a'id collectors in the

magnetic field. The advantage of tin;; configuration is that it allows a

high degree of beam-charge neutralization, and thus the separator can

maintain high-current densities without degrading t he focal qualities.

The disadvantage is that servicing the source requires that the entire

tank be let down to atmospheric pressure, and thus a traction ot time is

spent in reestablishing high vacuum. Two basic types of separators are

available for t/ie en r i cliim-n t of t iie stable isotoies. The first of these

is the standard ISO" focusing mass spectrometer; the second is a 255°

sector focusing, device witli the magnetic field index equal to U.i. Six

of the separators are equipped with magnetic polefaces to give the

double focusing properties. These latter .separators have a higher

theoretical mass resolution and their use results in a product with

greater isotopic enhancement than the product available from the

standard 180° focusing devices. The throughput associ.ited with these

separators, however, is less than that achieved with the standard

c a l u t n i units. In actual practice, tue J33° units are used v.hrn

isotopic assay is the prime consideration and the 1H)° units are

operated when maximum vielil is desired. The actual .lumber of units

operated .it any {ine time is dependent on the available DOE funding.

A brief review of the basic steps in electromagnetic isotope

enrichment will help in establishing the capabilities of the facility.

The feed material, in eitiier elemental or compound form, is introduced

into the calutron source where it is either heated and vaporized

directly or heated in a stream of carbon '. e t raha 1 ide to form a volatile

halide. This vapor is then introduced into ai, arc discharge wuere it is

ionized in the high-current source. I'he ionized particle is extracted

from the ion source and accelerated to approximately 4U keV, bent in a

magnetic field with a radius of curvature of 60 cm, and lac individual

isotopic beams intercepted by isotope collectors. The collectors (one

for each isotope), which are constructed of carbon, copper or aluminum,



are located behind a slotted face plate. Following a run, whose
duration may be between 50 and several hundred hours depending on
the element, the collectors are removed from the separator and the
material extracted from each individual receiver, chemically purified,
assayed, and made available for inventory.

As might be expected, each element or compound has unique operat-
ing characteristics. Thus, making generalizations with regard to the
throughput capability of the facility is difficult. The ion sources
produce a beam whose dimensions are approximately 0.4 x J3 cm. Typical
beam currents between 10 and 100 mA are obtained, with die average in
the 25-50 mA region. As a rule of thc.mb, one separator can provide
approximately 0.1 "io L of an element per operational day. This figure
must bs multiplied by the natural isotopic abundance to determine the
yield for a particular isotope.

It is considerably more difficult to present a similar universal
rule for the achievable isotopic puritv, Isotopic purity is strongly
dependent on the isotope required and the abundance of its nearest
neighbors. In addition, the vaporization and ionization character-
istics of the element, the probability of the isotope remaining in
the collector, and the Iocusability which can be achieved are all
intimately related to the final product assay. However, in the
spirit of this paper and with the above considerations clearly in
mind, one may approximate the assay bv applying a decontamination
factor. The ratio of the final assav divided by the contamination
is given approximately by 2.S.000 divided by the mass ol the isotope.
For example, applying this in the lead region yields a decontamination
factor o,i the order of 110. This would predict that a 5/i initial
abundance isotope could be enriched to approximately the 85/i level in
a single pass with a standard 130° calutron.

The products !roin one separation may be recycled to obtain a
significantly higher isotopic assay in a two-pass campaign. This
concept is expensive since the process of I" ic ie.icv is significantly
less than unity. The process efficiency is defined as the ratio of
the quantity of material removed Iro;n the collectors in the quantity
oi charge material vaporized. As mie might expect, tiie process
elficiency is a function o( source performance and is tvpicaily
between 5 and 25%, wiLh the average being approxiin.it e 1 y 102.

The remaining capability within the facility is the direct
production of isotopic.i 11y enriched surface-deposited targets. The
device used for the preparation ol' these targets is a 1S(J° sector
separator with the source and coll-cti-r external to tin1 magnetic lield.
This device lias a dispersion roughly u-n times that of tiie 1 HO° produc-
tion c lutrou unit . Therelore, the achievable isolnpic enrichment is
significantly greater. However, the ion throughput is correspondingly
lower and while the ;n.'--liino is useful for making special t.irgets, it



is not efficient for producing multigram quantities of highly enriched
isotopes. In a typical target fabrication, the ions are slowed to
approximately 20*"1 eV and allowed to impinge on n suitable backing sucli
as carbon, aluminum, or gold foil. The material is deposited as a
line image 1-2 cm x 2 mm with thicknesses up to ^100 iig/cm*.

Ill INVENTORIES AND DISTRIBUTION

As is noted in Section I, the material produced in (.lie facility is
allocated to two independent inventories: the Research Materials
Collection and the Sales Inventory, which is available to the world-
wide community. This community includes the commercial and nuclear
medical segments as well as basic research.

The current DOE poLicy regarding the Research Materials Collection
is that this material is available un loan to U.S. scientists for use
in non-destructive experiments. This material can also be used in
experimental facilities uitside the United States, but with restrictions.
Among the stipulated conditions are that the experiment must be of
relevance to the DOE mission and that the research must be a collab-
orative el fort witli a U.S. scientist who lias assumed responsibility
for the integrity of the sample. There are certain exceptions to this
policy, for example, the use of RMC samples within the European com-
munity for the study of neutron cross sections. In this case, the
simples are arranged for and placed in the custody of EURATOM. Such
loans are usually made only at the strong recommendation of the EANDC.

The Sales Inventory, on the other hand, is available to everyone.
The material is sold on a first-come, first-served basis. Thus,
although one may obtain a quotation of price and availability of
material, a sample is committed only upon receipt of a purchase order.
This can cause confusion and, in some cases, result in dissatisfaction
with tiie sales operation. The relative needs of the various market
segments served by the Sales Inventory present an interesting picture.
The research community utilizes relatively smaLI amounts of almost all
the enriched isotopes. The nuclear medical and industrial sectors
require Large quantities but of a very limited number of isotopes.
Further, there are some isotopes of almost every element which are
not wanted by anyone. The demand is always factored into the produc-
tion schedule.

The current operation is such that the inventory is being depleted
ni a r.ice greater than it is being replenished. At the present time,
approximately 70 isotopes are total Ly depleted from the Sales Inventory.
With i few notable exceptions these isotopes are needed almost exclu-
sively for research purposes. The isotopes which are being impacted
most heavily at present are those that are in high demand (i.e., used
by the industrial and nuclear medical segments). Obviously, our main



concern is to replenish these isotopes as rapidly as possible. To
accomplish this with a limited-scope operation will mean that other
items in the overall, inventory will be totally depleted for some
period of time. Special separations of relatively small quantities
of material can be accommodated within the facility; however, the
cost for materials produced by this mechanism is usually greater than
that for material obtained through the normal production channels.
From our viewpoint, the inventory size and associated cost are prime
concerns. One must balance an efficient mode of production with the
anticipated demand for a particular isotope. The response time to
provide material in a normal production mode is on the order of
6 to 8 months. This is due to the long lead time required for con-
structing equipment, preparing for the .separation of a particular
element, recovery of the material, .Mid processing il. to a chemically
pure element.

IV SUMMARY

This paper has attempted to present a brief description of the
production steps, from the selection and preparation of tlie initial
feedstock to the recovery and distribution of the isotopically
enriched materials. The facility suffers from the disadvantage of
coping with utility and support systems that are rapidly becoming
obsolescent and Lhat the current oper.ition.il level is insufficient
to maintain sales inventory equilibrium. The e I ereromagnetic isotope
enrichment facility does, however, have the operational, equipment and
capability to almost triple the current production. This increased
production can be achieved as rapidly as an expanded operational crew
can be trained.
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